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Nespa’s engineering and structural manufacturing departments may find it necessary to make slight
adjustments (= 1”) to your spa.
This may include the size of the spa (OD/ID), tile cuts, depths, jet location, bench steps etc. These
adjustments must be made in the primary stages of building the spa. The adjustments are generally made
to ad structural and aesthetic integrity to the vessel. IE: balance of supporting gussets (exterior) and less
tile cuts/ symmetrical cuts, grout lines, etc. (interior)

Please initial next to the following number that describes your project needs.
_______1. YES,  I understand adjustments need to be made. Nespa will use their expertise to make these adjustments as

                                         needed. I give them the authority to make changes. I will receive final accurate drawings prior to receipt of spa
                                         or spa hole construction (if changes were made to the size)

_______2. NO,     No changes can be made even under 1”. Dimensions are fixed. More tile cuts may be needed, Structural
                                          supports may be altered to accommodate.

_______3. Nespa will need to contact us for any changes to spa dimensions prior to continued spa fabrication.

I approve the above drawings  X _____________________________ Date:___________

SPA FABRICATION AUTHORIZATION
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2A SD

*ALL DIMENSIONS SUBJECT TO 1/4" TOLERANCES*
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